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 9th Grade English (9 CP and 9 English) 
The purpose of summer reading is to enhance students’ independent literacy skills.  At 

the General and College Prep levels, summer reading also serves to enhance the curriculum by 

providing independent time for students to begin thinking about the major concepts with which 

we will be engaging in both literature and writing in our later studies.  Students are assumed to 

possess initiative, critical thinking ability, and willingness to engage in content and skills that are 

on-grade level.  Thus, the selections on this list reflect the assumed maturity and academic 

capability of students. 

9th Grade English is a survey-course, focusing on the theme of influence - how one is 

influenced, who/what influences, and the repercussions of this influence.  Major topics/genre of 

study will be: memoirs, the “coming of age” genre, Shakespearean drama, and dystopia in 

government systems, as well as various non-fiction supplements.  In addition to the assumed 

maturity of a ninth-grade student, the following selections serve to forward the instructional 

goals of the course, preparing students for a discussion about the major theme of the course, 

influence, at the start of the year. 

  

You will read 1 text this summer  

(fiction OR nonfiction) 
We HIGHLY encourage reading more than 1 book over your summer break but only one will be 

collected/assessed. 

 

To Do: 
 

 Select a book that: 

● You’re excited to read. 

● You haven’t read before. 

● Is 150+ pages. 

● Is at or above your reading level. 

 Read!  

● Read the questions/ conversation starters listed below 

and  

● respond to them as you are reading in your double-

entry notebook 

 Catch! 

● Words that are unfamiliar or new to you and 

complete the word capture chart 

 

 

Required: 

● These materials and notes will be completed by the first instructional day. 
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● It is suggested that you have the physical copy of the book for the first week of school in 

order to complete the required summer reading assessments. 

 

Suggested Fiction Titles Suggested Nonfiction Titles 

Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson 

13 Reasons Why by Jay Asher 

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

 The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky 

 The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime by Mark 

Haddon 

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part Time Indian by Sherman 

Alexie 

Feed by M.T. Anderson 

Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card 

Scrawl by Mark Shulman 

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglass Adams 

City of Bones by Cassandra Clare 

Monster by Walter Dean Myers 

The Hate U Give  by Angie Thomas 

 

 I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai  

Falling Leaves by  Adeline Yen Mah 

A Long Way Gone by Ishmael Beah 

Freedom Writers Diary  by The Freedom Writers 

Soul Surfer by Bethany Hamilton & Rick Bundschuh 

The Blindside by Michael Lewis 

The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson & Marilyn J. Harran 

Farewell to Manzanar by Jeanne Wakatsuki & James D. Houston 

Is Everyone Hanging Out Without Me? by Mindy Kaling 

Laughing at My Nightmare by Shane Burcaw 

No Summit Out of Sight by Jordan Romero & Linda LeBlanc 

Three Little Words by Ashley Rhodes-Courter 

Other options are allowed as long as the text is  intended for an ability and age-group on the young adult reading level. Page 

requirement should be approximately 150 pages. A theme of the novel should be surrounding influences and how one can be 

influenced. 

Disclaimer about possibly mature content: In an effort to incorporate more 21st Century Literature, some of these titles may 

contain mature language, events, or themes. Please research these titles to find the best option that you and your parents would 

approve of. We feel that each of these titles teaches readers something about such topics and encourages you to learn from the 

themes and central messages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Double Entry Notebook 
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What is it?  

● You will keep track of important quotes and reactions as you read. (AKA a Dialectic 

Notebook.) 

● You must include the quotes and cite them with page #’s! Ex. (Rowling 14) 

You must use EACH conversation starter in your response at least once (at least 14 responses total). 

 

How do I set it up? 

● You must create a table in Google Docs for this assignment.  

● Title the document: Last Name Summer Assignment 

● On the top left of the doc, include an MLA heading 

○ Your Name 

○ 9th Grade Teacher’s Name 

○ CP English 9/English 9 

○ Due Date 

● In order to create a table in GoogleDocs, you will  

○ go to INSERT,  

○ then select TABLE, and choose the option that gives you two columns.  

○ The left column is labeled “Text” and the right column is labeled “Response” 

○ To create a new row, press TAB when you finish typing. 

  

Now What? 

As you read, keep the following in mind: 

● Theme: Influence (How we are affected by others and our surroundings?) 

● Focus: How did the author demonstrate this theme? How can you relate to this theme? 

● Respond to the conversation starters we’ve listed below.  

○ You may respond to them in any order you choose. 

○ On the LEFT, you’ll quote the text that prompts you answer an include the 

author’s last name and page number you are quoting from in parentheses. 

■ (Lee 12) 

○ On the RIGHT, you will use a conversation starter to respond to the text you’ve 

quoted. 

  

 

 

 

 

Conversation Starters: 

Fiction Text  

(you may respond in any order) 
Nonfiction Text 

 (you may respond in any order) 
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Text Dependent Analysis 

* The dominant theme in my book is…and it is shown by/through…. 

* I think the author’s purpose (BEYOND persuade, inform, entertain) for 

writing is…because... 

* An example of a dominant literary element in the book is… 

* Based on this quote...I could describe the author’s writing style as… 

(This should be a descriptive word or phrase) 

* The author develops the character,____, through direct/indirect 

characterization by.... 

* The point of view is _______ and it affects the way the story is being told 

because...  

* Some words or phrases shape the author’s tone and meaning are… 

Personal Connections 

* One thing I like about my book is… 

* One thing I would change about my book is… 

* I can/cannot relate to _____ in the book...because… 

* If I could change the ending, I would add/include… 

* My thoughts on the ending are… 

* I would recommend my book to this audience… because… 

* This book reminds me of this book/movie...because… 

Text Dependent Analysis 

* The dominant theme in my book is…and it is shown by/through…. 

* I think the author’s purpose (BEYOND persuade, inform, entertain) for 

writing is…because... 

* Three character traits of your main “character” (narrator, subject, etc.) 

are…. I determined these by... 

* I think the book is organized by/as…; The story is being told  through… 

(consider point of view, chronology, etc.) 

* I think the author chose to organize the text this way because... 

* Some words or phrases shape the author’s tone and meaning are… 

* I think that this nonfiction is/is not best way to share this story because... 

 

Personal Connections 

* One thing I like about my book is… 

* One thing I would change about my book is… 

* I can/cannot relate to _____ in the book...because… 

* If I could ask the author or character any question it would be…. 

because... 

* My thoughts on the ending are… 

* I would recommend my book to this audience… because… 

* This book reminds me of _book/movie...because… 

 

Sample Double Entry Journal 

TEXT 

 

RESPONSE  

Cite the quote with (author’s last name Page#) 

Ex. “Sample quote” (Yousafzai 23). 

 

Use each conversation starter at least once 

  

 “We realize the importance of our voices only when we are 

silenced” (Yousafzai 12). 

 

 I think the author’s purpose for writing I am Malala is to ensure 

that the voices of girls are heard because hers was not always 

heard. This is in reaction to the persecution she and other young 

girls faced when trying to earn an education.  

 

 Use the chart above to complete each of the 14 conversation starters to analyze the text and make personal connections. These responses will 

serve as a springboard for a group conversation we will have when school starts.  You must use a separate sheet of paper. (You may type or 

handwrite).  

Vocabulary is caught, not taught! 

Use the following chart to “catch” 10 new vocabulary words from your summer reading. 

You must guess each word’s meaning using context clues and then look it up to make 

sure. If your guess was correct, you can simply put a check mark in the last box. If your 

guess was incorrect, you should write the correct definition. Be sure to record the 

accurate denotation/connotation of the word as used in the text since words have 

many shades of meaning. Use the example to guide you. 
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 Word in Context What do you 

think it means? 

What is the 

denotation/connotation after 

looking it up? 

1 “When it healed, and Jem’s fears of never 

being able to play football were 

assuaged, he was seldom self-conscious 

about his injury” (Lee 3). 

forgotten eased, removed 

Jem is relieved that he will be able 

to play football. His fears were 

relieved. 

2       

3       

4       

5       

6       

7       

8       

9       

10       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use this page as a guide to discovering themes and literary elements/devices in your Summer 

Reading. We will expect you to use the language of a theme listed below.  
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Major Themes in Literature 

 

The Journey from Innocence to 

Awareness/Coming of Age 

The Individual vs. Society 

The American Dream 

The Meaning of Freedom 

Alienation/Isolation 

Problem of Guilt 

Pride 

Self-Fulfillment vs. Accommodation 

Fate vs. Free Will 

Hypocrisy vs. Integrity 

Rebellion vs. Conformity 

Reality vs. Appearances 

Materialism 

Escapism 

Change versus Tradition 

Chaos and Order 

Dangers of Ignorance 

Death – inevitable or tragedy 

Disillusionment and Dreams 

Displacement 

Empowerment 

Evils of Prejudice/Oppression/Persecution 

Faith versus Doubt 

Heartbreak/Betrayal 

Heroism – real and perceived 

Identity Crisis 

Injustice 

Rebirth 

Role of Religion – virtue or hypocrisy 

Self-Awareness/Preservation/Reliance 

Social Mobility 

Technology in Society – good or bad

  

  

 

Confused about any of the literary terms or literary devices?  

 

Here is a link to a Glossary of Literary Elements: 

http://www.lvsummerbridge.com/uploads/1/1/8/4/11840812/keystone_-

_literature_and_english_composition_glossary.pdf 

 

http://www.lvsummerbridge.com/uploads/1/1/8/4/11840812/keystone_-_literature_and_english_composition_glossary.pdf
http://www.lvsummerbridge.com/uploads/1/1/8/4/11840812/keystone_-_literature_and_english_composition_glossary.pdf

